D E S I G N I N G S T R AT E G Y M A P S T O A G R E E S T R AT E G I C P R I O R I T I E S
Somewhere there is a map of how it can be done. Ben Stein (born 1944), a US actor, writer, and commentator on political and economic issues
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Within the opening chapter we explained that the pressure on public sector organizations to be efficient is much more than a short-term phenomenon. The reverberations from the economic tsunami that was the credit crunch will continue to hurt public sector purses for many years into the future. Moreover, dwindling incomes from major demographic shifts such as an aging population will also have a longlasting and negative impact on levels of available money. And as we have also stressed, the general public (the consumers of public sector products) are demanding that the quality -or effectiveness -of the services that they receive improves, even though money is tight. Delivering to this joint efficiency/effectiveness agenda, and particularly understanding how spending increases/decreases impacts the efficiency/effectiveness balance has become a significant, and complex challenge for public sector leaders.
T H E B E N E F I T S O F A S T R A T E G Y M A P
Based on research and client assignments, it is our observation that the most powerful tool for successfully meeting this challenge is the creation of a Strategy Map. This enables a one-page description of the core capabilities and their relationships that the organization must master if it is to deliver its strategic goals.
Strategy mapping: The most important step in Scorecard creation
As we explained in Chapter 2, within the "classic," Balanced Scorecard methodology as evolved by Harvard Business Professor Dr Robert Kaplan and consultant Dr David Norton, the idea of a Strategy Map emerged several years after the original concept of the Balanced Scorecard as a balanced measurement system. Despite being an "after-thought," strategy mapping (the process of creating the map) was soon recognized as the most important task in building a Balanced Scorecard system. Get the map right, it transpired, and it becomes much simpler to select meaningful measures, targets and initiatives.
The same logic applies to working with the Value Creation Map. It is by getting the map right that it becomes possible to select missioncritical key performance questions (KPQs) and key performance indicators (KPIs) as well as supporting action programs and the shaping of a meaningful value narrative. Get the map wrong and everything else will be wrong, thus wasting much organizational time, energy and resources.
A D V A N C E D P E R F O R M A N C E I N S T I T U T E G L O B A L R E S E A R C H F I N D I N G S
The importance of creating a Strategy Map was clearly illustrated in the 2008 Advanced Performance Institute (API) research study Strategic Performance Management in Government and Public Sector Organizations.
1 The research found that of the ten principles of good performance management for Government and Public Sector organizations (see Chapter 1), none was more critical than "create clarity and agreement about the strategic aims." The most powerful way to achieve this, the study noted, is through the senior team working together to create a Strategy Map -or a highly visible plan -that depicts the strategy, with all of its components on a single piece of paper. These immediately provide focus and direction, showing at a glance what the intended outcomes are, as well as the core activities and underpinning enablers that will lead to their achievement.
Evidence shows that those organizations that visually map their strategy into meaningful cause-and-effect maps tend to have a significantly better understanding of strategy, are able to extract more value from their performance management system, and more importantly perform better. Note too that research with 157 companies conducted by the US-based Wharton School found that only 23% of companies consistently built, analyzed, and tested causal models. However, the
